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AND THE GOOD NEWS IS...
All being well, real Hort Soc events will resume on 4 September, with the return of the Autumn Flower Show from 3.005.00pm in the Free Church Hall, Northway, and teas in the small hall. All relevant Covid precautions will be in place and
will be announced nearer the time. Entry forms and the schedule will be published in the next newsletter and will also
be available earlier on request from David Broome. Additional good cheer will be provided at the show by Grimsdyke
Brass playing in the garden, or indoors if wet. The full diary of events for the rest of the year is on page 5.
Since we have already had two successful Zoom talks in recent months, the committee is now planning a further series
of more informal monthly talks on Zoom on subjects such as Kew Gardens, a pruning demonstration, the Global Group
vegetable garden at Hyde Hall and Making a Christmas Wreath. These have yet to be confirmed and finalised, but would
initially take us through from August to December. Check the website for up to date details.

THE SECOND VIRTUAL JUNE SHOW
The Virtual June Show will take place on Saturday 12 June, with all entries to be received
electronically or in the post by David Broome by 6 June. You can find the Show Guide, Entry Form
and recipes for a Grant Loaf* and a delicious-sounding, calorie-filled Gooey Chocolate Cake at
the back of the Newsletter. All classes are open to all ages, apart from the one exclusive Junior
class. The Virtual Show is free to enter, and, unlike the actual shows, you do not have to be a
member to join in. We are pleased to announce that Suburb News Editor Shelley-Anne will
judge the entries once again, and results will appear in the next issue of Suburb News as well as
on the Hort Soc website Blog and the Newsletter.

*The Grant Loaf has an intriguing history. After studying at Glasgow School of Art, Doris Grant went on
to become a nutritionist and during World War II accidentally invented what is now known as the Grant
Loaf after discovering that she had forgotten to knead her bread before baking. It was so successful, she
decided never to knead bread again. Campaigning against refined carbohydrates and the production of
over-processed foods such as white bread, Doris Grant's simple loaf became an important wartime weapon
in her nutrition campaign but survives to the present day.

Q&A SPOTTED ON THE HGS RA CHATLINE: Q: Dear Neighbours, Can anyone offer some gardening advice?
Our clay soil is so hard and clumpy and I would like to soften the soil. If anyone has any advice I would be very
grateful. Daphne Berkovi

A: What you really need is to open up the soil and keep it open to allow roots to penetrate easily. Your clay soil is
composed of the tiniest granules of potentially rich material which, sadly, bind together too solidly and therefore
fail to absorb water or encourage worms to work the soil and keep it open. Compost will certainly help, if
incorporated in the soil, but leafmould would be easily as effective and even longer-lasting. Make as much as you
can with autumn leaves, which are free, and dig it in. Once dug in, distribute all you you have left on the surface
which will encourage the worms to take it down into the soil. In a couple of seasons you could have wonderful
rich, friable soil and bumper crops. Terry Rand

A2: You could write a book about this, it's a big subject. I have one - Compost by Claire Foster. It has interesting
things to say about soil and how to improve it. I'm sure there are other, more specific ones. Y ou could mulch it

with bags of stuff from a garden centre - composted stable manure, compost, bark chip, woodchip, leaf
mould... . That would hold in the moisture and encourage the worms up. Liz Hall
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ZOOM TALK REVIEWS
HGS Hort Soc, like so many other organisations, has turned to Zoom during the pandemic. Having initially
approached this virtual world with varying degrees of trepidation, it’s safe to say that Zoom has become a normal
part of everyday communication. In the absence of real live events, we presented our first Zoom talk to members
and non-members alike in April and our second one in May.

Gardening Women since 1600, by Catherine Horwood reviewed by Caroline Broome
Renowned local gardener and writer, Catherine Horwood, perhaps best known for her recent biography of Beth
Chatto – A Life with Plants, spoke about Gardening Women since 1600. As quoted from her website: From Flora,
Roman goddess of plants, to today's gardeners at Kew, women have always gardened. Women gardeners
have grown vegetables for their kitchens and herbs for their medicine cupboards. They have been footnotes in
the horticultural annals for specimens collected abroad. And their influence on the style of our gardens,
frequently unacknowledged, survives to the present day.

What I found most interesting was that, rather than concentrate on such notable women gardeners as Vita
Sackville-West, Catherine highlighted those female pioneers, relatively unsung heroes perhaps, who battled
against male-dominated institutions to bring a change in society’s attitudes. Her 45-minute talk was
accompanied by illustrations and plates dating back centuries, with an opportunity for questions at the end.
She also recommended certain books, such as We Made A Garden by Marjorie Fish, published in 1956.
There is a certain informality between presenter and audience with Zoom that is different from live talks,
which to my mind made conversation flow more naturally afterwards during question time. And most
important of all; I came away feeling I’d learned something in a most enjoyable way.

Seasonal Container Gardening, by Andrew Babicz reviewed by Gladys McLeod
Andrew, Secretary of the London Gardens Society and RHS Judge of Britain in Bloom, began his interesting and
informative Zoom talk on 12 May with a descriptionof the huge variety of containers that could be used in the garden.
Wooden barrels, lead pots, clay pots, concrete pots, stone pots, plastic pots (which last for a long time), tyres, boots,
baskets and even boats were mentioned as being suitable, as long as the right soil was used, with enough holes for
drainage and constant watering. An old Mini made a good container for sunflowers and would certainly have had
enough holes! If pots were labelled 'frost-free' they should be bought from outside displays not inside the garden centre
and should be returned if they did crack. If a pot had only one hole, crocks should be added at the bottom to aid
drainage before adding compost.
Andrew went on to explain that John Innes compost was made to the same recipe all over the world. No 1 was for seeds,
No 2 for potting on and No 3 for general use. Other makes, or home-made, were just as good. Water storing crystals
could be added to keep the compost damp for longer between watering. Polystyrene boxes or upturned plastic pots
could be put in the bottom of large pots to save using more compost than necessary. Liquid tomato fertiliser or seaweed
had all possible nutrients and were the best fertilisers. Pots could be dressed with gravel or even pine cones.
Slugs and snails could be kept out of pots with difficulty. A copper band round the pot might help as long as the pot wass
not against a wall or fence which a snail could climb and go into the pot from the top, bypassing the copper band.
Grapefruit rind and organic slug pellets couldalso help, with mesh needed to guard against squirrels.
Getting good ideas for filling pots could be gained by visiting gardens open to the public, garden centres and local
gardens open for the National Gardens Scheme. Some plants such as olearia were best grown in pots, Agapanthus loved
being root bound but did not like being “mucked about”. You could merge colours of plants in several pots or even cover
your house with similar coloured plants as one person did. This encouraged other people in the street to start planting!
You do not have to go to such lengths to have a lovely display in your garden.
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AN INVITATION TO HORT SOC MEMBERS FROM HGS u3a
This invitation welcomes members of the HGS Horticultural Society to celebrate National U3A day, and the fourth year of
our local HGS U3A, with an opportunity to “BE OUR GUEST”. In June and July, therefore, HGS U3A are offering FREE
TASTER SESSIONS, to your members, so that they can enjoy up to three interest groups -as our guest. Find our website at
https://hgsu3a.uk/.

GARDEN GIRL by CAROLINE BROOME
IN PRAISE OF FERNS
Ferns are one of those plant groups that are very prominent in the spring garden or a woodland setting, but seem to
fade into the background once showy perennials and shrubs take over during the summer months. They are often
‘resorted to’ for dry, inhospitable areas where little else will thrive. Well, I think it’s about time that the fern became a
‘destination’ plant! Ferns have so much to offer: From late winter, new shoots start to appear like tight knuckles. As they
grow and start to unfurl, their almost reptilian fronds create a fascinating atmosphere in a shady corner. In the height of
a parched summer, they clothe an otherwise barren landscape in cool, dappled foliage, and even as their lush foliage
starts to take on its autumn colours, they stand proud, often right through until the new year, when they collapse and
merge with the undergrowth. And if you’ve only got a patio or a shady balcony, they look resplendent in containers.
Every garden should have ferns.
1. Dryopteris erythrosora or Japanese shield fern. Semi-evergreen fern to 75cm, forming a compact clump of
broadly ovate, *bipinnatifid fronds, often coppery-pink when young.
* A bipinnatifid leaf is a pinnatifid leaf having its segments or divisions also pinnatifid. The primary divisions are
pinnae and the secondary ones are pinnules. (None the wiser? Me neither!)

Dryopteris filix-mas or the male fern, is a common fern of the temperate Northern Hemisphere, native to much
of Europe, Asia, and North America. It favours damp shaded areas in the understory of woodlands, but also
shady places on hedge-banks, rocks, and screes. Seen here in all its fading coppery glory of autumn.

2. Emerging ferns, seen here in early spring, unfurling their croziers, coiled “fiddleheads” or young fern fronds.
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THREE STRANGE FRUITS THAT I WOULD NOT WANT TO EAT!
 Pandanus tectorius also called the Tahitian screw pine or thatch screwpine, produces hala fruit. This large fruit can be up
to 30 cm long, with dozens to hundreds of segments (or phalanges, keys), containing edible pulp, that are attached together
by a core, each being around 20 cm long. In order to get to the pulp, you may have to remove a few of the phalanges with
the claw of the hammer to make it easier to pull out the others. (Clearly a Must-Have kitchen gadget for the fruit bowl.) Pull
out a segment, start from the inner end by chewing on it to squeeze out the sweet pulp from the inside.

 Cherimoya or Custard Apple Cherimoya trees are subtropical, possibly native to the Andes mountain valleys of
Ecuador, Colombia, and Peru. The aromatic blossoms are borne singly or in groups of 2-3 on short, hairy stalks
along old wood, but at the same time as new growth. The short-lived blooms (lasting only two days) are
comprised of three fleshy, green-brown outer petals and three small, pink inner petals. They open first as female
blooms and later as male. The resulting cherimoya fruit is a bit heart-shaped and 4-8 inches (10-20.5 cm.) in
length and weighing up to 5 pounds (2.5 kg.). The skin varies according to the cultivar from smooth to covered
with rounded bumps. The inner flesh is white, aromatic, and slightly acidic. Custard apple fruit ripens from
October to May.
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 Kiwano Melon as featured in an episode of Star Trek (who knew!) and also known as the horned melon, jelly
melon, African horned cucumber, hedged gourd and blowfish fruit.
Kiwano connoisseurs describe the flavour of the slimy green interior as a cross between cucumber, zucchini, and
kiwifruit (though as it ripens, it tastes more like a banana – good to know). Fully ripened kiwano has an orange
rind with prominent spikes. Cut the fruit in half and gently squeeze each half until the slime-covered seeds ooze
out. The seeds aren’t harmful to eat, but many people prefer to hold the seeds between their teeth and suck off
the green flesh. Sounds delightful!

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Sunday/Tuesday 11/13 July

Devon Gardens Trip (fully-booked)

Saturday 4 September (Entry Night Tuesday 31 August)

Autumn Flower Show 3-5 pm Free Church
Hall (Entry night 7-8pm at Fellowship
House)

Thursday 21 October

Talk on Finchley Nurseries

Tuesday 9 November

AGM

Saturday 4 December

Celebration Party

The dates of members' gardens open for charity in aid of the National Gardens Scheme, Combat Stress and the RSPCA
are in the previous newsletter and on the Hort Soc website: www.hortsoc.co.uk.
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HAMPSTEAD GARDEN SUBURB HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY
VIRTUAL SUMMER FLOWER SHOW

Saturday 12th June
Click to view: https://hortsoc.blogspot.com/
HOW TO ENTER THE SHOW
Entry closing dates for completed forms (attached) and photos:
By email
Sunday 6th June
hgshs.membership@virginmedia.com
REGULATIONS FOR EXHIBITORS
• No entry fees. No prizes. Exhibition only.
• Judged by Shelley-Anne Salisbury, Editor of Suburb News. Winners’ names published in Autumn
edition.
• Non-HGS Horticultural Society members welcome to enter.
• One photo of each exhibit (except cookery classes).
• All flowers, fruit & veg must have been grown by you.
• Biscuits must be home baked.
• All houseplants must have been in your possession for at least 3 months.
• Ready made-up containers not eligible.
• Cookery classes for visual delectation only!
PLANTS & FLOWERS
1 Roses: 1 bloom, any colour.
2 Vase of mixed Roses: any variety & colours, at least 5 stems.
3 Sweet Peas: a bunch in a vase.
4 Vase of mixed foliage: any number but not less than 6 kinds.
5 Vase of mixed flowers: any number but not less than 6 kinds, not named above.
6 Bowl of Floating Flower Heads: no foliage, in a bowl, max 10”/25cm diameter.
7 Posy of flowers: max. diameter 6”/15cms.
8 Any houseplant: one or more plants in a container.
9 Outdoor container display: hanging basket, window box, container of any shape or size.
10 Flowering Shrub: one shrub growing in your garden.
FRUIT’N’VEG
11 A Dish of Fruit: any kind on a plate.
12 A Collection of herbs: any kind on a plate.
13 Vegetables or salads: any kind on a plate.
COOKERY (recipes attached)
14 Grant Loaf: one photo entire & one photo cut in half showing cut sides.
15 Gooey Chocolate cake: one photo cake intact & one photo of cut segment.
PHOTOGRAPHY open to adults and juniors all ages.
16
The Summer of 2020

17
Sunset
JUNIORS CLASS open to juniors of all ages supervised by an adult.
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3 Favourite Biscuits: home baked

HAMPSTEAD GARDEN SUBURB HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY
The 3rd Virtual Show

VIRTUAL SUMMER FLOWER SHOW

Saturday 12th June
ENTRY FORM

Name (Capitals please) :………………………………………………………………………………………
.Tel:……………………………………………….
Address:………………………………………………………………………....................................................
Email:………………………………………………………………………............
Please return this form via email:

hgshs.membership@virginmedia.com

CLASS NAME

CLASS
NUMBER
1

ROSES

2

VASE OF MIXED ROSES

3

SWEET PEAS

4

VASE OF MIXED FOLIAGE

5

VASE OF MIXED FLOWERS

6

BOWL OF FLOATING FLOWERHEADS

7

A POSY OF FLOWERS

8

ANY HOUSEPLANT

9

CONTAINER DISPLAY

10
11

ONE FLOWERING SHRUB IN YOUR
GARDEN
A DISH OF FRUIT

12

A COLLECTION OF HERBS

13

A COLLECTION OF VEGETABLES OR
SALADS

TYPE YES TO ENTER

14

GRANT LOAF

15

GOOEY CHOCOLATE CAKE

16

THE SUMMER OF 2020 (All ages)

17
18

SUNSET (All ages)
3 FAVOURITE BISCUITS

GOOEY CHOCOLATE CAKE
Oven setting 165C / 150C Fan
Sponge ingredients
6 ½ oz / 185g plain flour
1 rounded tsp baking powder
1 level tsp bicarbonate of soda
5oz / 142g caster sugar
2 tbsp cocoa
2 tbsp syrup
2 eggs
¼ pint oil
¼ pint milk

Chocolate buttercream icing
8oz / 227g icing sugar
4oz / 113g butter (room temp)
or marg
2 level tbsp cocoa
Makes enough for the top
and filling

Method
Sieve dry ingredients, add sugar and syrup. Mix oil, milk and eggs together and slowly mix into the dry ingredients.
Mixture is very runny and make sure there is a lot of air in it. Use non-stick parchment to line two round tins (17cm
diameter x 3.5cm deep at least) and brush with oil before cooking at 165C / 150C fan for 30-35 minutes. Turn out on to a
wire rack to cool before icing.
Icing
Beat the butter or marg in a bowl until soft, sift in the icing sugar and beat until smooth and creamy. Sift in the cocoa and beat. If the
icing is very stiff add a few drops of hot water.

THE GRANT LOAF
This ‘no-need-to-knead bread’ was adapted from a 1940s recipe by healthy-eating evangelist Doris Grant, who believed
white flour – and its lack of nutrients – was the enemy. Making bread one day, Doris forgot to knead it. On tasting the
loaf, she discovered it had a fair taste and decided never again to bother kneading her bread. The resulting loaf is a
heavier consistency, but quicker to make than other types of bread.
This recipe makes two medium-sized loaves (2 x 2lb loaf tins).
Ingrdients
1lb 12oz plain wholemeal flour (not strong)
2 heaped tsps dried yeast (or 1 oz fresh yeast)
1 tbsp brown sugar or honey
1 pt warm water
large pinch of salt (optional)
1 tbsp oil
METHOD
Put yeast and sugar or honey in a pint jug and add half of the warm water. Leave in a warm place till the mixture
activates and rises approximately 3/4 of the way up the jug (about 10-15 minutes).
Put the flour in a large bowl, make a well and add the yeast liquid to the flour. Stir it in. Sprinkle the salt on to the
mixture and gradually add the rest of the warm water, stirring thoroughly with a wooden spoon to get rid of any air
pockets. If the mixture is too dry, add small amounts of warm water at a time till the mixture is quite sticky and
malleable but not wet.
Tip the mixture into the tins, covered with a damp tea towel, and leave to rise in a warm place for about 25 minutes or
until risen to the top of the tins.
Put the loaves into the centre of a pre-heated oven – Gas 5, 190 C, 375F – and bake for 30-40 minutes or until golden
brown. The loaves should sound hollow when tapped.
They will come out of the tins more easily if left in the tins to cool for ten minutes. (If making one large loaf for a 3lb tin,
leave in the oven for 60-70 minutes.) This bread freezes well.

